What’s on Your Plate?
Defining the Tastes of Jewish Detroit
By Lynne Golodner
Editor's note: As Jewish Senior Life prepares to publish a new Jewish
Detroit cookbook later this year, favorite dishes abound in our memory, in
our mothers’ kitchens and through generations of handwritten recipe cards.
The question remains on the table: What makes Detroit Jewish food so
distinctive and uniquely ours?
Got a treasured family recipe to share? Please send it to Leslie Katz at
lkatz@jslmi.org for consideration in the new Jewish Senior Life’s Community
Cookbook. The deadline for your submission is September 1, 2016. Cover
designs are welcome as well. The cookbook will be sold at JSL’s 3rd Annual
Jeffrey Zaslow Media Night in November. Proceeds from cookbook sales will
benefit programming for older adults served by Jewish Senior Life. For more
information, call 248.592.5062
Somewhere between our varied preferences for seven-layer cake, twicebaked rye bread, matzoh balls like mom used to make and handmade gefilte
fish, there’s agreement that Jewish food brings us all together.
“Seven-layer cake, hands down, is uniquely Jewish Detroit,” claims Lea
Luger, Executive Director of Yad Ezra. “If you go to New York, they don’t
know from seven-layer cake. Our bagels are different, too. The consistency –
New York’s are doughier. The bagels are more compact in Detroit.”
“Many women I know make gefilte fish from scratch,” says Luger. For
instance, there’s Doreen Hermelin, who learned the art of gefilte fish from
her mother-in-law, Frances Hermelin. Her recipe includes a clever method of
storing the fish in mason jars. “Amazing that it can last as long as a year, if
you do it properly,” says Hermelin. “This year, for Rosh Hashanah, we ate
Yom Kippur fish for lunch.”

Our food, our history
Jews have lived in Detroit for nearly two centuries, first settling in the Ann
Arbor-Ypsilanti area for farming, according to Jewish Detroit by Irwin
Cohen. Those folks were mostly German; by 1850, Detroit’s population of
21,019 included 60 Jews.
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Many early Jewish Detroiters were grocers, like Howard T. Freeman and
Thomas F. Reese Jr., of Freeman & Reese groceries on 12th Street. More
recently, of course, Hiller’s was a flagship Jewish-owned local grocery chain,
and before that, Farmer Jack was a popular Jewish-owned Detroit
supermarket chain with more than 100 stores at its peak.
Farmer Jack’s history goes back to 1924, when Tom Borman and Sam Bulak,
Jewish-Russian immigrants, opened their first grocery store. By 1945,
Borman partnered with his brother Abraham and opened Lucky Stores and
Food Fair Markets, which later became Borman Food Stores and then Farmer
Jack.

Notably, Detroit’s famed rye breads, a product of a double-baking process,
set the stage for the way rye bread is made today in delis across Detroit, at
Zingerman’s in Ann Arbor and across the country. The method was
developed in the 1950s by Jack Goldberg, founder of the Stage Deli in Oak
Park. Intent on serving fresh-baked bread, Goldberg partially-baked his rye
breads and, just before the lunch rush, finished them in a hot oven. The result
was the crackle and crunch of that thick-crusted, steaming hot loaf we know
so well.

From Perry Ohren’s mom; a handwritten recipe for rolled cabbage comes with
“Oodles of Love.”

Perry Ohren, CEO of Jewish Family Service, hails from Cincinnati, but he’s
been in Detroit since 1980. He says a hallmark of Detroit’s Jewish food
culture is “the plethora of delicatessens that never disappoint.” He even sliced
meat at Zingerman’s at one time. “When I think about Jewish food, there’s
nothing better than a Rueben or corned beef-Swiss-coleslaw-Russian on rye.”
Perry claims the blintzes at JSL’s Fleischman Residence are delicious,
cautioning, “I’ve never met a blintz I didn’t like,” and he’s “in love with the
recipe from the Silver Palette Cookbook for sour cream coffee cake. He
echoes earlier assertions about Detroit’s love of seven-layer cake, but then
turns nostalgic and says, “To me, Jewish food, whether in Detroit or
anywhere else, is all about ritual and being with family and having tradition
and remembering people who aren’t there.”

“Food is very important to the Jewish people,” Luger agrees. “Every holiday
has foods associated with it. There is such a strong connection between being
Jewish and food.”
Perhaps because seven-layer cake, which is actually of Hungarian origin
(dobostorte), is such a Jewish Detroit favorite, it perfectly symbolizes what
Jewish food is: an amalgamation of the details of Jewish observance and the
flavors of the lands in which Jews lived and migrated from and to. Gefilte
fish was created to have fish on Shabbat and not violate the rules against
separating good from bad (bones from edible flesh) or lighting a flame (you
can eat it cold).
Similarily, challah is a fusion of flavors, shapes and consistency of breads
favored in parts of the world where Jews live – our ancestors from Eastern
European ate rich, doughy, egg-based loaves, but Sephardic Jews in Middle
Eastern locales have a pita-like version of challah.
Ultimately, Jewish food is whatever foods make Jews feel connected to our
heritage. Says Barbra Giles, Executive Director of Aging Services at Jewish
Senior Life, “I love my mother’s brisket. I love peppery potato kugel. I love
my mom’s matzoh ball soup – only my mom’s! I love poppyseed
hamentashen – the more mun, the merrier.”
These flavors come together to create her uniquely Detroit Jewish childhood
– and created a legacy of flavors that meld locale and heritage that goes back
farther than we can imagine.

Gefilte Fish: an acquired
taste for some, a High
Holiday delicacy for most.

Recipe for Doreen Hermelin’s Gefilte Fish

Start with 13-15 pounds of fish – three-quarters whitefish and one-quarter
pickerel, with a little bit of trout thrown in.
Doreen keeps her fish simple and low-calorie – only eggs and onions, no
matzo meal or carrots in the fish balls. She hand-grinds the fish herself, then
chops it in a wooden bowl (90% by hand, followed by more chopping in the
Cuisinart). “Add water to it as you chop, to keep it moist,” says Doreen.
Mix in 3 cups of onions for a big batch of fish, and one egg per every ground
pound of fish.
Make a broth to cook it in – in a cheesecloth, combine fish bones and fish
heads with onions, tie it up and put it in the pot, covered with water. [Note:
Doreen makes three pots of fish to feed a crowd at holidays and cans the rest
for future meals.] Add 6-8 carrots to each pot.
“You put in what you think you need.”
Cook the broth until it boils, until the mixture inside the cheesecloth is soft.
Then put everything but the carrots in a strainer and mash to get all the
essence out. Return the essence to the pot. Keep the carrots in the pot.
Make the fish balls, adding seasoning to taste. [Doreen tastes the fish mixture
to make sure the seasoning is right. “It’s like eating sushi,” she laughs.]
Simmer the fish balls in the broth for 2.5-3 hours.
Doreen Hermelin’s method of preserving gefilte fish

Put mason jars in the dishwasher and when they’re really, really hot, put them
in the oven on 150 degrees. Keep them there until you are ready to add
finished fish.
Boil caps in water and leave them boiling until ready for use.

When the fish is finished, keep the stove on low and take one bottle out of the
oven at a time. Put the balls in to the jars with tongs very carefully. Keep an
aluminum pan underneath so it doesn’t drip. Fill the jars as high as possible
with broth and add carrots into the jars, too.
Then, take lids out of the boiling water and tighten it as tight as you can by
hand. Set aside.
Do that until all jars are full. As it cools, once you can handle it, not when it’s
completely cool, keep tightening the lid down. When it’s cool enough to pick
them up, put the jars in the refrigerator. They will keep for a very long time
in the refrigerator.
Lynne Golodner (www.lynnegolodner.com) is author of eight books, owner of
Your People LLC a local public relations firm.

